A Conversation with the Pioneering
Digital Artist on His Work & the Digital Industry
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By Herb Paynter

Editor's Note: Award-winning landscape digital photographer and teacher
Stephen Johnson is in the final phase of a six-year effort, With a New Eye: The Digital National Parks Project.
When completed, this ambitious, high-end digital study of U.S. national parks will include a photographic portfolio,
a touring art exhibition, posters, a photographic book, and a CD-ROM that catalogs the work,
demonstrates the technology, and discusses the National Park ethic and system.
When PEl contributing writer Herb Paynter suggested a candid interview with Johnson, we were thrilled.
After all, the two are long-time friends and both are industry experts. Says Paynter, "I met Stephen Johnson in San
Francisco seven years ago at the first Thunder Lizard Photoshop Conference, where we were both speakers. Stephen
is not one of those dress-alike, academic-type teachers who projects a stuffy, authoritative appearance. He is a very
gentle, soft-spoken, articulate, and confident artist, who speaks from a depth of experience and an unbridled passion
for his work. Stephen possesses the rare quality of effective teachers: He makes you want to learn."
Their mutual respect and kinship comes through in their conversation, which is excerpted here.

Double Arch. Arches national Park, Utah. (38 deg. 41 min. 27 sec.
north latitude x 109 deg. 32 min. 25 sec. west longitude)

HP: This national park project has
been a rather extensive, ongoing affair
for years.
SJ: Most photographic projects that
I've been involved with have taken
the better part of a decade to complete. I started work on The Great
Central Valley: California 's Heartland
in 1982, and it was published in
1993. These things take a long time
if you do them well. When I first
went out photographing in January
1994 with Michael Collette and his
prototype digital scanning camera,
I was stunned at the quality. It set
me reeling. I saw an image quality I
had never seen before. Film died
for me that day, and I have never
really seriously shot it since. With a

New Eye was born out of that
experience. I had to think of
something really hard to do to test
and push this new scanning
camera, and something equal to the
historic nature of this change in
photography. A photographic
project on the national parks
seemed the right challenge.
HP: Give me some insight on the new
technology you're working with. What
is it that gives you more of a comfort
level in the mechanics of the shooting,
so that you can spend more time on the
art and the emotion of the shot and less
on the technologtj?
SJ: Well, we can't ever separate ourselves from the fact that photography

Facing page: Domes and Alluvial Sweep. Haleakala National Park, Maui, Hawaii.
(20 deg. 42 min. 50 sec. north latitude x 156 deg. 14 min. 3 sec. west longitude)

is a technological medium and always
has been. So naturally in the computer era, capturing an accurate
digital image has gotten very complex. But having said that, the ability
that I now have, to be able to look
at the photograph while I am still
standing right there with the camera
set, has made an enormous leap
forward for the integrity of the photograph. Not only can I check for
stupid mistakes, like focus or depth
of field issues, but I can check to
see if the gray balance that I looked
for was achieved. I can look at
exactly how the shadows recorded,
how highlights may have changed
as the light went up and down.
Since I'm dealing with a scanning
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Railroad Tracks and Forest. Blue Ridge Parkway, Virginia. (37 deg. 48 min. 34 sec.
north latitude x 79 deg. 10 min. 40 sec. west longitude)

project. It needs to be understood
that digital is not about manipulation.
[Manipulation] is one aspect of
digital technology, but digital
photography is more fundamentally
about being able to see in a photographic realm more accurately and
with greater freedom than we have
ever been able to see before. Given
that, the last thing I want to do is
associate this project with changing
things. So in that sense, no digital
manipulation fits right in with my
[goal]: to show people what I've seen.
And if I want to show people what
I have seen, [then] I can't go
screwing with it to make it something
else. This world is an absolutely
stunning and miraculously beautiful
place. If I can rise to the challenge
of recording it [accurately], then I
have done something remarkable.

camera, I certainly have to check
for nuances of movement that may
have hurt the photograph, but I am
now in a position to make no mistakes, if I take the time to inspect
the photograph and re-shoot.
That happened to me in Scotland,
where I was photographing last
March. There was spectacular late
afternoon light, which I am still
prey to. I was in a place called Glen
Coe photographing away and I
thought, "You know, I am spending
so much time under the dark cloth
with the wind blowing, I better
open one of these images and see
what I've got." So, I turned around
and opened one. It was out of
focus because I had not adjusted
the lens properly. With film, I
would have walked away thinking
I was in pretty good shape, but
would have been very
disappointed when I got back to
the darkroom. Well, I didn't have
to wait to see the results of my
work. I fixed it right there. I
adjusted the camera, reshot, and
looked at the photo to make sure I

HP: You have chosen landscape over
portrait or commercial or any other
more lucrative photography venues,
which makes me think you are more
driven by passion than finance.
SJ: I have to be passion-driven.
Money is only a tool. The only
thing money does is allow us to do
the things we want to do. In that
sense it would be great to have more,
but my ambition in life has never
had much to do with money. I think
one of the things fundamentally
wrong with our culture is the pursuit
of money for money's sake. I want
nothing to do with that attitude. Given
that, the issue for me is how to get
enough [money] to do what I want
to do, and I haven't always managed
to do that very well. It is part of the
ongoing struggle. The fact is that I
am still doing my art whether or
not I feel like I am prospering.
HP: Were there influences that took
you in the direction of being a
landscape photographer?
SJ: Certainly seeing Ansel Adams'
work as a kid in Yosemite had its
influences, [in part because] it
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fixed it. Then I went on to shoot
for another 20-30 minutes.
HP: How do you define your role in
this project?
SJ: I characterize myself as a fine
art photographer. Obviously I am
very selective about what I
photograph. I am not trying to do
an inventory, nor am I trying to be
a witness to the events as they
unfold. For me, it is much more
about trying to understand the
land's eloquence, then trying to
record it in a straightforward,
faithful way. I do this so that what
ends up being on the piece of
paper is what moved me, not
something I added to it.
My goal is to portray what I see,
not to manipulate it later. That is not
so much about ethics as it is about
inclination. To show what I am reacting to and appreciating is what I'm
out to accomplish. Even if I had an
inclination to doctor images, I
probably wouldn't on the With a
New Eye project because this is the
first large-scale digital landscape

occurred to me that people actually
do this for a living, that being a
photographer was a possibility. You
don't ever do anything in this life
until it occurs to you that you can. I
grew up in Merced, California, which
was just 70 miles down river from
Yosemite Valley. We often went to
Yosemite, and it really touched me.

HP: How close do you think digital
photography and printing are in
matching the depth and richness of the
various dyes and toners in the silver
halide world?
SJ: To some degree an IRIS can do
it. Especially if you load it with
quadtone inks. The problem is the
IRIS itself. It is difficult to use and
maintain. I never had a situation
where I could afford not to have it
set up for color. So almost all of
the black-and-white work I did on
the IRIS was done using four-color
inks. Although it would have been
much easier if I would have
loaded just four black-gray inks.
That technology has been in place
for a while.
I have loaded Lyson Neutral
Quadtone black-and-white inks
into the Epson Stylus Pro 9000 and
I'm having some good luck with it.
Controlling where the ink goes is
as important as having the ink.
Epson print drivers don't
adequately let you control ink
placement in the tonal value. There
are six different ink colors, and the
driver always thinks those are color
inks. I can put quadtone or hextone
inks in these printers and the ink
will go wherever the Epson color
drivers think it should go, but not
necessarily where I need it to go.
People have made third-party
drivers for these things, but don't
seem to be able to make them with
the same kind of fine dot structure
and intricate micro-weave
technology that Epson does. So that
is an issue.

HP: Is there a third-party manufacturer
more sensitive to what you would like
to do with black-and-white printing?
SJ: It's not just the ink that is the
problem; it's driving the printer.
We can get ink, we just have to
have the software that drives the
printer as well. The third-party
RIPs that I have used are all awful.
They just don't give good image
quality or are geared to workflow
that's different from mine. This also
makes it very difficult to make
judgements about where the ink
should actually go, because if
there's a RIP, you can almost
guarantee it is geared toward
simulation of offset prepress, which
has little to do with black-andwhite quadtone printing.
HP: What part does ICC color
management play in your work?
SJ: I simply couldn't function
without it. My normal working
method is to do a custom [Apple]
ColorSync profile for every paper,
printer and ink combination I use.
I've been using the GretagMacbeth

Spectroscan and ProfileMaker
software to characterize and create
the profile. It has been working
very well for years. If the profile
doesn't quite work for the image,
I'll use Adjustment Layers in Photoshop to tweak the file for printing.

HP: We have been blessed with a wonderful human mechanism that plays an
ongoing concert between the eye and
brain and adjusts colors and tones automatically. We are still trying to develop
machines that can adjust color and
tonal imbalances on the fly. Is it too
much to hope for to be able to capture
an image and print it out automatically
color-balanced and tonally corrected?
SJ: Well, I think doing a gray balance
up front with a highly color-capable
system is the starting point. Then
bringing the photograph into a
calibrated display system (where
an equal balance of RGB actually
produces something that is visually
neutral gray), where your
interaction with the image is
predictable and consistent, makes
for a workable system. I can't take

Lava Rock. Volcanoes National Park, Hawaii. (19 deg. 18 min. 30 sec. north latitude
x 155 deg. 4 min. 41 sec. west longitude)
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